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About This Game

InCell is an action/racing game with a bit of strategy and science thrown into the mix in a rare and highly unusual microworld of
the carefully recreated human cell. This is the right project to start your acquaintance with VR or receive new VR impressions.

The game is focused on Virtual Reality but you can play just fine without a set.

Ready steady go!

Thanks to all robot-gods out there we will not take this journey alone - our humble (with a tiny control-everyone mania)
assistant is waiting for us (she is so sweet, isn’t she?). The Most Excellent Assistant Zero-Seven (she said that humans may
refer to her simply as ‘Your Highness’). So the player’s task is to impress TMEAR07 with experiment on volunteer to unlock
new healing technology for humanity. The problem is she doesn’t believe in that possibility because humans are simple and

illogical (and she is genius… as always).
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To cure our volunteer Mrs. Jane Smith and impress TMEAR07 players must select the right way through the objects
(organelles) to the cell’s nucleus and do their best in innovative radial racings between selected objects. Each object provides

unique abilities to improve racing params or to protect cell with different strategies.

How is it going inside the cell?

Getting closer to understanding cell structure and organelles functions (which are similar to the real functionality of the
organelles) players will improve their skills and will have a chance to impress completely suspicious The Most Excellent

Assistant Zero-Seven (who knows why is she so much aware of the other six Excellent Assistant Robots disassembling…).

One old and wise robot (he is still remember his 386 childhood) said that it’s a bad idea to make this kind of girl-robot sad…
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Features

Playable with VR (control the movement with your head only, or use keyboard and joystick).

Solve the riddle of TMEAR07, find out why doesn’t she believe in the humanity (may be it is just robot’s bad today or
some silicon stuff inside your PC makes she sad)?

With each new start the cell structure will be generated anew placing the organelles in different locations.

This game is a perfect opportunity to learn more about cell microstructure, different organelles and their roles in cell
vital activity.

Unlock harder difficulties where the true challenge awaits.

Hot keys
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Space - recenter camera position in VR mode

M - switch mirroring VR picture on monitor

Esc - pause and options menu

F5 - hide or show UI

F6 - hide or show bathyscaphe

F1 - graphics for recommended hardware

F2 - graphics for older hardware

F3 - decrease rotation speed (highly not recommended, only for experienced VR players)

F4 - increase rotation speed (highly not recommended, only for experienced VR players)

F7 - reset rotation speed to default

Known issues

VR on Linux is not yet implemented

If you are not using gamepad you may want to plug it off to switch game in mouse/keyboard control mode.

Other games by Luden.io

https://store.steampowered.com/app/619150/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/522220/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/588560/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/343740/
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Nice game to expand your vocabulary. It doesn't help with grammar. Sadly just around 400 words. I somehow have the feeling
that the producers are more interested in adding more languages than expanding the map since more languages do make more
money I guess. At least I could not find any updates about an addon resp. all questions about it got ignored.

However, for 4.99\u20ac it is a nice game. I'm just a little bit frustrated that there is not more content :). I wish I mustn\u00b4t
give this a negative review, but it is how it is, a (pretty much crappy) dress up, where most of the players thought they could use
the character created in the main game. Also it is very hard to find. So I\u00b4m sorry but I have to give this review.. The game
itself is pretty good. But an hour or two in, the game freezes. It freezes at the exact same point in the gameplay, even on future
attempts to play, so progress is impossible. This freezing is not immediately obvious, because the point at which it occurs is a
couple hours into gameplay. Cannot recommend.. When looking for an easy but enjoyable game, Hypnosis is a good one to play
for an afternoon.

The story is pretty basic, you are a hypnotherapist who gets called by the police to come to a secluded little place in the middle
of nowhere which serves as a clinic, all of this because your exboyfriend (who works there) has vanished.
Meet some of the characters: (who are THE MOST stereotype characters in the world) a punk teenage girl who thinks her
parents don't love her, an autistic indian who loves writing code, a confused mathematician who lookes like einstein etc.
As a hypnotherapist you ''dive'' into their subconsciousness, where you have to find out what the problem is and how you can fix
it. I found this to be the most fun part of the game, as every consciousness is unique and can be fun to explore. And despite the
fact that the characters are rather bland, it is fun to get to know their inner thoughts better.

You battle so called ''phobias'' in an easy battlesystem, don't go looking for a challenge here.
The main storyline is actually less interesting than the characters.. I found it to be rather dissapointing.
However the game is enjoyable and very easy to play through, it only took me about 5 hours (and this is even when you use all
of your ''talking'' options and exploring options). So i wouldn't buy it for more than 5.

And, as an official psychologist, i have to say that every psychological aspect of this game is complete nonsense... really, what a
load of crap..

But in all, an enjoyable game to play if you don't want to think too hard and just have fun for a few hours!. I was disappointed
enough with this game that I just stopped playing. The concept is cute, and the art is lovely, but the actual gameplay is dull, and
it's rather buggy still. Honestly, I bought it because Gaiman's name is attached to it, and I'm finding myself regretful. I dont
really want to make a bad review, so I recommend this game. Kind of boring \/ bugged

Why would I solve the same puzzle in 6x8, 12x16 or 15x20? 15x20 is kind of fun, there are pretty pictures. But, if I solved this,
why should I replay it in 6x8?!? Who would even start with this? There is absolutely no match in 6x8. OK, you could argue, then
don't play it in 6x8. But... Who would do so? If archievements are a must-have, it's just a bloody dumb test. Moreover, I can't
see, which on I've solved already. If you solve a 15x20, you get a simple "Completed".
Doesn't see any others reporting this, as I played, I often start a new puzzle and all pieces are crowded above of the screen. Or
some tiles (first three lines) are displayed in the puzzle itself and the rest at the bar to the right. Starting one puzzle, the puzzle
was even almost solved? Got to be a bug...
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So, if you're a hardcore puzzle fan, take it. Else, you better off with the Pixel Puzzle Series.
I stopped playing at the end of Medieval Ships.. Old... very old, but quite addictive and great.
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Blissfully simple geometric multiplayer platformer. Anyone who knows how to hold a game controller will be able to pick up
the aim of the game in seconds. Makes for fun drunken couch co-op. During a session with friends the game was affectionately
called “The Cube-an Missile Crisis”.. Pretty cool game, Gin can't get the achievement.. So I don't review games, but for this
game I just had to! I won't write an eassy on the game instead I made a video for this occasion.

So Let's Take A Look At The Girl And The Robot - https:\/\/youtu.be\/yWi1zzcxb9I
. Worthless. Nobody is playing online and it looks like it was made in 2004.. I know many consider this game to be artsy but I
think it is not. The reason for my thinking is that this game seems to be a manifestation of the inner dreams of the person who
made it. An artsy game for me is a game made for the sake of appearance or attention catching not for a personal motivation..
The SJW walking sims are an example of this.. But we can not and should not tag together this two types of games because
otherwise we would simplify the artistic game panorama..
For me this game is a dreamy escape from the heavyness of the real life, a fresh (icy) point of view of human nature.. I am not
really good at making reviews but I am learning.. I do not think the "combat" system is hard or strange, I think is good for this
type of game. I think one should strive to learn more things in life and this is a clear example.. There is a clear direction in this
game and I want to immerse myself in it.. Prepare for a Click Fest! Rest your arm and get that digit finger ready for the strain!

5 hours and its completed, didn't rush either. Needs a bit more features, very repetitive and The CEO can go Screw herself!

If you want a really satisfying view on how it plays, check this guy out https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=LuQVJv3y7aM
If you Have \u00a38.99 to throw away, check it out but don't expect time dilation :)

Hint: Enable swear mode to make it that Tiny little bit more exciting. There is no way I can recommend this game in its current
state. Once the game is started, there are no options, no help or indication of controls.. (arrows for movement, R for reset, Space
for handbreak, C for view change). There is no option to turn on \/ off music, no audio configuration options, zero controller
support.

Everyone seems to have jumped on to this 'release the game unfinished and finish it as an afterthought' bandwagon. It's a fair
release model for sure, but smaller producers should consider the quality of what they are releasing before doing so. At this
point in time, the game is poor.

It could be fun, the stunts are alright, multiplayer support is good as are the ai's. With a level editor and more this could gain
quite a following. But as things stand this feels like a missed oppertunity. I hope the developer continues to work on this project,
but that's what it is as it stands, a project. An unfinished one at best.. 10\/10 - would ruin friendships again.
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